Introduction
Robust algorithms. that run correctly in the presence of faults, have been entensivel} studied in two contexts. One is in adaptive and fault-tolerant routing. The other is in algorithm-based fault tolerance which IS based on error detection/correction v ia problem-specific encoded data. Outside these articular domains, algorithm design and fault tolerance {ave generallj been dealt with separately in that algorithm develo ers have assumed a fault-free mesh a complete mesh b j reconfiguring a faulty one. Combined study of fault tolerance and al orithm desi n One approach uses embedding of a less powerful architecture into a faulty array; e.g. a cube-connected cycles subgraph within a faulty hypercube ( 1 , 21. Another is based on an tixn mesh, containing a potentially large set of faulty elements, emulating a mesh with log n times_as many processors with optimal O(l00 n ) slowdown 131. These approaches are theoretical and tgus far have not lead to practical robust algorithms. In this paper, we focus on the design of robust algorithms that can run directly on an incomplete or faulty mesh. We develop robust algorithms for several building-block computations (fan-in, parallel prefix, data routing, matrix multiplication. sorting) that run, at almost full speed when the mesh is fault-free or when i t contains a small number of faults and that offer gracefully degrading performance as more faults are encountered. Due to space limitation, all theorems and algorithms are given without proof. and fault tolerance tec R niques have aimed at restoring such issues in parallel systems has been limitecf(6, 9, IO, 1 B 1.
Architecture and Fault Model
We consider both processor and link faults and faults are detectable by an physically adjace off-line. Our al orithms adapt to fault condit the sense of geing able to run on any configuration (defined later). They do not tolerate hits during execution, but rather rely on prompt fault detection and rollbacWrestart for run-time fault tolerance.
We focus on tnxn meshes ( m rows, n columns, m s t i ) with north, east, west, south (NEWS) From among these, the use of separable row/column buses to circumvent faulty elements appears to be the most practical and cost-effective.
Note that once the bypassing mechanism is in lace, it can be used not only for getting around faulty eLments but also for performance enhancement. For example, one of our robust sorting algorithms is based on moving the data into n/2 columns, ordering them on the narrower mxn/2 mesh, and finally distributing them back to their origins. Since the n/2 columns used in the middle phase are not necessarily contiguous, the ability to bypass intervening columns leads to faster communications among the nodes involved in executing this phase and, thus, to a more efficient robust sorting algorithm.
Since link faults are handled in much the same way as node faults, henceforth we focus mostly on node faults. If in Fig. la , instead of node 6 being faulty, the link from node 2 to node 6 is faulty, then node 6 could belong to a complete (sub)row but not to a complete (sub)column.
A Basis for Robust Algorithms
Certain topological properties of removal and by ass meshes are relevant to developing efficient rogust algorithms. A row/column of the mesh in which all nodes and links are intact is called a complete rowlcolumn. Any incomplete mesh is virtually guaranteed to have at least one complete row/column and it has at least m/2 (n/2) complete rows (columns) with high probability.
We call two adjacent columns pairwise complete if there exists at least one path from the top row to the bottom row of the mesh that visits the rows in ascending order and is completely contained within the two columns. Pairwise complete rows are defined analogously (e.g., the middle two rows in bypass link, the signal switches to the other column, where it continues its downward propagation. If the signal reaches the bottom row, the two columns are airwise com lefe and the nodes on the ath of the signay can be usezto emulate a complete corumn. This emulation is more efficient if the emulating path constructed above has a minimum number of bends. make some of the algorit i ms si nificantly more efficient.
when the next avai P able south link is unavailable or is a Theorem 1: If columns j andj+l are pairwise com lete, then the greedy path building algorithm in whici the signal stays in one column until forced to switch, when applied with each of the columns as the startin point,
A general method that we use for developing robust algorithms is virtual submesh emulation. We develop this method using complete rows/columns (Fig. 2a ), but i t can be applied with pairwise complete rowslcolumns (Fig. 2b) or even blockwise complete rowslcolumns, making their tolerance level, and survival probability, quite high. Once complete rows/columns have been identified in the entire mxn mesh or in a smaller m'xn' submesh, the nodes at their intersections comprise a virtual submesh, so named because they may have to communicate with their virtual NEWS neighbors via dilated paths. Typically, such a virtual submesh is composed of a large fraction of the original mn processors (say, p ' = tn'n' 2 mn/2). Thus, one strategy for executing mesh algorithms is to transfer all the data to the nodes of the virtual submesh, perform the algorithm on this virtual complete mesh, and route the results back to the original nodes. of an mxn removal mesh with f fault nodes is at most tn+tz-2+2f. This bound is asymptoticafiy tight; i.e., there exist removal meshes whose diameters are m+n+2&o(f>. I Theorem 3: The diameter of any connected com onent of an m x n b pass mesh is at most m+n-2, regardkss of the numberyof faults. This bound is tight. I To use virtual submesh emulation, we need to specify the data packing (Stage 1) and complete submesh emulation (Stage 2 ) strategies. These will be discussed in Sections 5 and 6 of the paper. Data un acking need not be dealt with considering the packing problem, which is a special case of data routing, we discuss data routing in general. the correspon z ing algorithm of a complete tn'xn' mesh.
fault diameter o P k-ary n-cube has been studied before [4], separately as it is simply t R e reverse of Stage 1. Before
Robust Routing on Bypass Meshes
Data routin0 on fault). (removal) meshes has received a reat deal 07 attention and many algorithms are available for this purpose. An), routing algorithm that works on a removal mesh is tri\iall> applicable to a bypass mesh.
Thus, in this section. we focus on algorithms for routing on by ass meshes that are simpler and/or more efficient than t l ! ose for removal meshes. One routing strategy is based on complete rows/columns. We assume that each node not on a com lete rowkolumn knows in which direction the nearest sucl!row/column can be reached (ties are broken randomly). Routing is then accomplished by the follon ing local decisions within each node (choice of direction is implicit):
Robust data routing aleorithm for a bvDass mesh if data is at the destination row and column then remove data else if data is in the destination row or column then send along the destination row or column else if data is in a complete row/column then send along the corn lete rowkolumn else send toward a compkte rowkolumn The analysis for routing can be performed in three ways. First, with sparse transrers. we ignore conflicts and base the analysis solely on graph-theoretic routing distances. With m , n a 3, the worst-case routing distance becomes m+n-5+max(m,n) or 3n-5 for an n x n mesh. In small meshes, it is relativel! easq to construct reasonably sized fault patterns that lead to this worst case, but with larger meshes we almost nerer even get close to this bound. Note that the worst-case distance above is greater than the diameter of the bypass mesh (Theorem 3) since the local routing decisions ma) be globally suboptimal. A second analysis method is to estimate the worst-case excess communication load placed on nodes belonging to complete rows/columns. Suppose that in an izxn mesh. there are 12-28 complete rows and n-26 complete columns, with the 26 incomplete rows/columns being consecutive. Then, traffic on the complete rowskolumns that sandwich the incomplete ones can increase by a factor &+I. This need not be the case if, once a message is in a complete rowkolumn, it does not necessarily stay there until it gets to the destination column/row. One can modify lines 3-6 of the algorithm to force switching between various complete rows/columns for traffic balancing. For exam le, if the number of complete columns amon the next Few columns is known, tuming can be done protabilistically.
An experimental ap roach shows the performance to be much better than t l e above U per bounds for random routing problems and random Paults. Most ackets, e.g. those with source nodes on a complete rowycolumn, are routed along a shortest path and from the remainine ackets, most will experience only slight increases in path rengths or routing delays. Fig. 3 shows that the average change in routing delay compared to that of a complete mesh is indeed small: the change can be negative due to some paths becoming shorter in the bypass mesh. The path selection rocess discussed for packet routing can the decision algorithm for selecting one of the four outgoin channels in our routing algorithm ensures that wormho?e routing can be erformed quite efficiently. As in complete meshes, deadlocis can be dealt with in two ways: ( I ) detection followed by recovery, and (2) avoidance. Methods based on detection and recovery are no different for b pass meshes than for complete meshes. Deadlock avoidiance is also quite simple if we use a modificd form of the dimension-ordered routing. In the modified row-first routing algorithm, all messages are routed to the nearest complete row, then to the destination column, and finally to the destination node. The initial column routing phase that takes t:,e message to a nearest com Iete row not Iead to deadlock since in any intermediate 6ncomple row, the cross message traffic is limited to those destined for that row and thus require no further direction change. In a similar fashion, other mesh routing algorithms can be adapted for a bypass mesh. Again, the initial column or row routing phase to $et the message to a nearest compfete row or column will not create additional oppo for deadlock. The same observation applies to ve communication using either packet routing or le routing methods.
Packing Data onto a Virtual Submesh
When each of the p-f healthy rocessors has one data item, packing consists of sendin tle data items to grccessors of the virtual su%mesh such that ea olds at most a' = I( j)l '1 items. The lo satisfies a's2 with hig/&rocability and acking, if needed, is often a 1-2 routin problem. WRen each healthy rocessor begins with ayoad factor a , where a is relatively Parge, then a' = [a@-j)/p'l will be very close to a.
Packin is simple and very efficient on rows and complete columns, either row first routin can pack the data onto the with virtuajy no conflict. Since, to our knowledge, no existing ada algorithm provides a guaranteed upper boun required for our data packing problem with on a removal mesh, we pro ose and analyze an optimal algorithm for this purpose. $or simplicity, we restrict our discussion to square nxn meshes.
Theorem 4;
In an n x n removal mesh with O(n112) faulty nodes, no algorithm can pack the data to com rowskolumns in o(n) time for arbitrary fault patterns.
Since t i ? e nodes of the virtual submesh be
Robust data packing on a removal mesh -Phase 1: In each submesh, any data item in a node that is not on a working subrow or a working subcolumn is routed to one of the working subrows/subcolumns. Phase 2: In each submesh, if a processor that does not belong to a workin subrow has more than a small along working subcolumns to a nearby working subrow. Phase 3: In each submesh, all data items are spread (approsimately) evenly along the working subrows to the nodes at the intersection of working subrows and working subcolumns. At this point, a working subcolumn has O (~Z "~) data items. Phase 1: Each data item is sent along the complete column where it resides to the complete row where it will reside following data packing. Phase 5: Each data item is sent from the complete row where it resides to the desired final position.
Theorem 5: The above robust data packin algorithm can pack data from fault-free rocessors each iavin O( I ) data items onto the virtual sugmesh in optimal O(n7 time in an n x n mesh with 0 ( r P 2 ) faulty rocessors for arbitrary fault patterns. Furthermore, when! = S2(ni/,) and f = o(n), the data packing time is O P ) which is optimal. I
Simple Parallel Algorithms
In this section we show that semigroup computation, arallel prefix computation, matrix multi lication, and EFT. can be performed on incomplete mesfes in optimal time. Note, in particular, that the robust algorithms run at full speed when there is no fault, since in this case packing or unpacking becomes unnecessary. Clearly, the virtual submesh can perform a semigroup computation in a1+2m+2n4 steps. On a b pass mesh, semigroup computation can be performedi efficiently without packing or unpacking. Usin strict unidirectional communication, a bypass mesh w i h ffault nodes can perform a semigroup computation, with no sibwdown, in a+2m+2n4 steps, where a is the load factor of each faultfree node. We skip the description of a simple algorithm that uses a complete column for its computation and go directly to an asymptotically optimal algorithm that can use an) column j with at least tn/2 nodes to perform the combining of row results. Any row that does not have a node in column j must send its partial result to a node in that column. There are at most m-1 items to be sent which can be pipelined in O(m+n) steps. After combining takes place i n column j , the computation result is broadcast to every node in m+n-2 steps. constant number of c f ata items, its data items are routed Semigroup comoutation on a bvoass mesh Phase I : The operation is applied in a steps to the a values held in each node. Phase 2: Values in each row are combined in n-1 steps, such that a node in Columnj, or in another column if there is no node in Columnj, obtains the value of the sub-espression corresponding to its row. Phase 3: A processor not in Column j but holding a partial row result sends its value, tagged with its row number i, to any processor in Columnj.
-Phase 1: A processor in Column j upon obtaining or recei\ ing a artial result for row i forwards it to the Phase 5 : A fault-free node in Column j that holds two partial results (necessarily coming from consecutive rows) combines them before the final column reduction.
[i/2]th fault-P ree processor in its column.
Phase 3 of the algorithm, where some values are sent to the nodes in column J, needs elaboration. One nay to do this in O(m+n) steps is to associate a "Column-i' tag with each node. The ialue of this ta is the direction of a the longest such path to Column j has length m+n-2. Contention adds no more than m-1 steps to the delay.
Assume that the arallel prefix algorithm is to enerate s, in the node initiafly holding a . Again we skip tie simpler algorithm based on the use of a complete column, which requires m + 2 n + 6 3 steps with unidirectional or m+n-2 steps with bidirectional communication, and go directly to a more robust, but less efficient, version that runs on any mesh with snakelike edge links as in Fig. le . For clarity, we describe the algorithm for the case tz = p-f; i.e.. when each fault-free node holds one element. Starting with 0 for the topmost node in Column n-I, the first 111 nodes along the column snake are given sequence numbers.
Parallel prefiv computation on a b!, pass mesh Phase 1: Local prefixes for rows are computed in n-I steps, with the ri htmost node of each row holding the Phase 2: The rightmost node in each row sends its result to a node in Coiumn n-1; O(m+n) steps with pipelining. Phase 3: Upon obtainin or recehing a row-i result. a node in Column n-1 shiffs it forward or backward along the snakelike path until it occupies the ith fault-free processor. The values may be spread oier several columns due to bypassing along the snake. Phase 4: Parallel prefix computation is performed along the snakelike path in m-1 steps.
Phase 5: The node that got its value from Row i sends its result to Row i where it is broadcast and merged with row prefixes. This phase takes O(m+n) steps.
Both FIT and matrix multiplication algorithms can be performed on the virtual submesh in aslmptotically optimal time, because the communication requirements of these a1 orithms are such that messages can be pipelined along t i e com lete rows and columns of the virtual submesh, with t\e dilation enalty paid onl) once. Thus, the slowdown for these argorithms is dictated by the packinghn acking phase. In particular, when the mesh contains O(!Z"~) faults, both of these algorithms will have optimal total running times based on Theorem 5.
shortest path to some node in CO f umn j . By Theorem 3, partial prefix resu P t for the entire row. Phase 3:
Robust Sorting and Selection
The sorted values are distributed to the entire mesh by shifting along the rows. To reduce the penalty in row/column sorts stemming from the non-adjacency of com lete columns/rows, we use compactiodexpansion [ 1 11, Bescribed below for rows.
Compaction/expansion method to speed UD row sorts
Step 1: Row prefix computations yield the number I of good nodes on incomplete columns to the left of a node.
Step 2 (compaction): Shift left in row by 1 positions.
Step 3: Do row sort on the nodes which have items.
Step 4 (expansion): Sorted calues are shifted to the right by the same amount as in Step 2. In this way, row sort can be performed in O(n) steps. Note that we need to do Step 1 once at reconfiguration time, so row sort requires at most 4fr additional steps, where f, is the maximum value of 1 (see Step 1). Since items are shifted back to processors located on complete columns after being sorted within the rows, column sort is done normally. Hence, we can use shearsort for sorting the items on the mxn/2 mesh quite efficiently. By using row compact /expansion to emulate the modified Schnorr/Shamir algorithm [Niga95], sorting on an tixn bypass mesh with o(n".') faults in a row can be done in 2.5ntr+3t,+o(n) or 5nrr+3t,+o(n) steps for bidirectional or strict unidirectional meshes, respectively. More generally, if we compact to n/k complete columns, the number of communication steps approaches 2n+O(kfr) or Jn+O(kf,), respectively, for large k . We see that the performance of the above sortino algorithm is similar to the best known results for a fault-free nxn mesh. To select the Mth largest element among N items (e.g. finding the median \c hen M = [ N / 2 ] ) , one can use sorting. This is \ iewed as inefficient on other models of parallel computation as there exist simpler selection algorithms. However, 2-D meshes, even with row/column buses, cannot do much better for selection than for sorting.
By designing rob incomplete bypass that certain compu with graceful degr pave the way for i on incomplete me strategy based on robust algorithms; a strategy that can replace or augment other fault tolerance schemes such as those based on reconfiguration. Extension of our results to higher-dimensional removal meshes is straightforward since virtual submeshes can be defined in much the same way. Higher-dimensional bypass meshes require further study.
